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Description:
Anne (The Prayer)
CROSS STITCH PATTERN READY TO DOWNLOAD, DESIGNED BY Gera! by Kyoko Maruoka

This cross stitch design is inspired by a passage from Lucy Maud Montgomery's novel (Anne of Green Gables).

 

Anne, a young orphan, has just arrived in her new home, a farmstead. Her tutor enjoins her to say her evening
prayers. But Anne does not know how to pray. Why kneel and what should she say?

 

"If I really wanted to pray I'll tell you what I'd do. I'd go out into a great big field all alone or into the
deep,deep,woods, and I'd look up into the sky-up-up-up-into that lovely blue sky that looks as if there was no end
to its blueness.  

And then I'd just FEEL a prayer. "

 

This pattern, designed Kyoko Maruoka, is a thoughtful and delicate illustration of searching for the infinity of God.

>> see more patterns by Gera! by Kyoko Maruoka
 

Chart info & Needlework supplies for the pattern:
Anne (The Prayer)

Chart size in stitches: 119 x 132 (wide x high)

Needlework fabric: Permin 32 ct linen, Twighlight Blue

>> View size in my choice of fabric (fabric calculator)

Stitches: Cross stitch

Chart: Black & White, Color

Threads: DMC

Number of colors: 19

Themes: Anne of Green Gables, Lucy Maud Montgomery, praying , God , infinity

 

https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/gera-kyoko-maruoka-anne-prayer-cross-stitch-xml-296_565-3525.html
https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/calculette-de-toile.php?products_id=3525&w=119&h=132


>> see patterns by Gera! inspired by artistic works

 

>> see all patterns related to Books and Literature (all designers)

 

All patterns on Creative Poppy's website are printable and available for instant download.

Price in £ or €: select a currency in top right section of this page.
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